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McNulty Consulting is a digital media consultancy focused on Web 2.0 technology; community engagement and the utilization of user-generated content in media and research projects. We are involved with
initiatives at the University of KwaZulu-Natal; the University of Cape Town and the eThekwini Municipality. I will be discussing one of these, the Ulwazi Programme, today.

The Ulwazi Programme is a digital community archive of indigenous knowledge and local histories. It is based in the eThekwini Municipality in the province of KwaZulu-Natal on the east coast of South
Africa and operates in urban, peri-urban and rural areas within municipal boundaries. In operation since 2008, It is an initiative run through the Libraries & Heritage Department, which uses Web 2.0
technology, the public library and the community to collect content for the archive. The goals of the programme are to enable local communities to make African stories part of the global information
economy; to build capacity in local digital media production; to promote and encourage community participation in the global knowledge society and to build social cohesion.

RATIONALE
This is Hammarsdale, an area near the Western boundaries of the Municipality, which illustrates how rural some parts of the city are. Part of the rationale behind the project development was to draw these
rural areas of the Municipality into the information society by provided much needed digital media skills and recording relevant oral knowledge that may otherwise be lost. Local knowledge and ways of doing
things in Africa have historically been transmitted orally from one generation to the next. In South Africa, various factors like urban migration and the AIDS pandemic in younger generations have contributed
to a disruption of these chains of cultural transmission. Digital technologies, in particular, mobile phones, offer some ways in which this information can be recorded and circulated. Digital technologies
can facilitate the preservation and dissemination of local knowledge, through audio recordings, photographs and articles.

LIBRARY

COMMUNITY

WEB 2.0

The three pillars on which the programme rests are the Community - the source of the information and target audience; the Library - who as the anchor partner provide security, support and continuity;
and the Technology – we use open source software and social media technologies.

THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
The library provides infrastructure through the 90 public libraries in the Municipality, each with its own public-access computer. As the anchor partner of the Programme, they provide stability of position,
both within the community and within the government structures through which it is established. The library also provides training and supports the technology and data collection process. By virtue of the
profession, the library assists with content management and archival activities.

WEB 2.O = ONLINE COLLABORATION

The recent emergence of Web 2.0 technologies has allowed for large-scale collaboration in the creation of online, user-generated content. In the Ulwazi Programme, the preservation of indigenous knowledge
and local histories takes place through a community-managed web portal using open-source, social software technologies. From the outset, the team behind the Programme made a conscious decision to use
open-source, as opposed to proprietary, software. This type of software is developed by a group of volunteers and released for public use with little or no restrictions. Key to this decision was the desire not
to be hampered with yearly subscription fees for proprietary software but also to align with the aims of the open-source community – openness, sharing and collaboration.

Community Memory component of the website has been developed as a wiki,which is a “browser-based collaborative writing environment a community can create and exchange information without having
web programming skills”. This means that the community journalists, and even the general public, can easily add articles to the website, using a browser on a PC or mobile phone. The wiki framework is ideally
suited to the aims of this project. The website keeps a record of all changes made, allowing the content manager to track activity on the site and revert to an early version of a page if necessary. The wiki
framework also has an advanced user management system. This allows users to be grouped together with permissions, such as the ability to delete content, added to specific groups, creating a hierarchy of
authority. Users who abuse the website or who fail to follow the submission guidelines can also be blocked. Content is organised using a flexible taxonomy, consisting of a number of categories and subcategories, which can be expanded to accommodate all content submitted.

ORGANISATION AND CLASSIFICATION
We started with the three main categories of Environment, History and Culture, with other categories added organically, according to what content was brought in.The Community Memory website uses a
folksonomic categorization system as opposed to controlled vocabularies, with categories created according to the content collected by the community journalists and contributions from the general public.
Contributors are free to use traditional names for concepts unique to their community. They can also be added in English or Zulu.

COMMUNITY AS CITIZEN JOURNALISTS
The Programme relies on the community to deliver content and post it on the web. Content is collected from local communities firstly through community journalists but also members of the public who can
register an account and submit a story on a more ad-hoc basis. Community journalists are actively recruited. They are generally younger people from the communities with some ICT skills, an interest in
heritage and culture, and a desire to acquire new skills and gain work experience. Community journalists are trained in oral history research and protocols, digital media production and internet literacy skills.
Their submissions consist of short journalistic reports, but can be supplemented with oral histories and stories recorded as audio or video files. Community journalists are required to submit at least three
stories a month and attend the monthly editorial meetings. This ground-level approach generates a much richer quality of content than external researchers could collect as they already have a relationship of
trust with members of the community.

TRAINING
The Programme is co-ordinated from a central programme office, where training, data management and other functions are performed, including assistance with transcriptions and translations, and image
processing and archiving. The community journalists are given digital audio recorders and digital cameras. The audio files of interviews with community members are considered a primary source, and are
occasionally distributed online where they add value to the article, e.g. they could consist of a song or musical instrument that is mentioned in the article. Articles are submitted at the nearest public library to
the community journalist, through one of the public-access computers and loaded directly to the website. The core team holds monthly editorial meetings where new submissions are discussed and issues
covered. These also serve as continual training and support sessions for the community journalists with the digital manager providing assistance with loading articles, images and audio clips to the Community
Memory website and the content-manager assisting in article construction.

WHAT ARE WE COLLECTING?

We collect oral histories, folk-tales, information on traditional uses of plants, the preparation of food, traditional ceremonies, indigenous games, personal and family histories, and heritage sites, and any other
information related to the Municipality. This Ulwazi programme mainly records Zulu culture, but it has the broader aim of capturing the mix and interaction of different cultures in the Durban area. The types
of content collected include audio and video files, photographs and documents, and text articles.

ZULU

ENGLISH
AFRIKAANS

The whole system is multilingual with articles published in English, Zulu and Afrikaans. The user interface, including help files and system menus, can also be changed to the language you are most comfortable
in. However, most of the content accessed by users is predominantly n Zulu. This is due to the lack of online content in Zulu. As an example, the Zulu version of Wikipedia has only around 500 articles.

POPULAR PAGES

932 ARTICLES
712 IMAGES
332 CATEGORIES

1. Umemulo(12,518 views)
2. Jukskei (11,005 views)
3. Anton Muziwakhe Lembede (10,980 views)
4. Dibeke (10,894 views)
5. Ukuqala Komemulo (10,403 views)
6. Isaiah Shembe’s Nazareth Church (8,728 views)
7. Umembeso (8,313 views)
8. Umlabalaba (8,027 views)
9. Durban Street Names (7,517 views)
10.Traditional Wedding (Zulu Culture) (6,648 views)
11.Zulu traditional houses (6,308 views)
12.Kennetjie (6,264 views)
13.The Phoenix Settlement (6,249 views)
14.Ukuthwasa (The Sangoma's Training) (6,079 views)
15.Marianridge (5,901 views)
16.Umhlonyane (5,895 views)

The project has been a success, receiving up to a thousand visitors a day. Most of these visitors are interested in Zulu-language content and information on traditional ceremonies and practices, such as
umemulo, a traditional 21st birthday celebration for girls, which suggests a need for such content online. The most-accessed articles on the Ulwazi Programme website are linked to traditional ceremonies
and customs of the Zulu people. This data reiterates that local users are searching for local content online, and finding it through the Ulwazi Programme website.

20,000 VISITORS/MONTH
185 COUNTRIES
20% MOBILE USERS
80% SEARCH TRAFFIC

80% of all visitors to the Ulwazi Programme arrive through search engines with the remaining users accessing the Ulwazi Programme website directly; from social media networks and links from referring
websites. Google Analytics tracks this data, including the search-engine keywords used to find the Ulwazi Programme website. These keywords indicate the type of content people are actively searching for.
Most of the top search terms are in the Zulu language and about traditional culture. The Ulwazi Programme – with a critical mass of Zulu articles, in particular of a cultural nature – has become a key
resource for search engines.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND BLOGGING
The Programme is extended through the blog and social media accounts. The Ulwazi Blog publishes community news, notification on recent submissions and information on new features as well as general
Programme news. The blog is multilingual with posts and comments accepted in English and Zulu. Linked from the blog are the Facebook fanpage and the Twitter account, which users can follow to stay
updated on the latest activity from the Ulwazi Programme.

There has been a steady increase in mobile phone usage in Africa, with popular statistics suggesting penetration close to 70%, while the desktop-based internet population is still only 10%. This can be
attributed to issues of affordability and inaccessibility preventing the uptake of the conventional desktop PC in South Africa as well as lack of stable electricity supply. The easy maintenance and ease of use of
mobile phones makes them more attractive to communities who do not have access to established forms of ICT. The increase in mobile internet access now makes it possible for us to make the information
in the Community Memory available on mobile phones and also to explore ways of collecting heritage resources through mobile phones. A mobile interface for website was created and this version is
automatically presented when using a mobile phone. As mobile devices become ubiquitous in Africa, the need for this type of regional and language-specific content, and the tangible link it provides
between communities and their pasts, becomes all the more important.

GOETHE INSTITUT SCHOOLS’ PROJECT
Earlier this year, in collaboration with the Goethe Institut we are ran a Schools Project in township schools around Durban, using the Ulwazi Programme as a vehicle to teach research and digital literacy skills
and develop students' interest in local culture and heritage. Run as an extramural activity for students over an 8-week period. Weekly thematic research tasks were set on subjects such as the history of the
school, family histories, environmental heritage, etc.. At the end of the course students had developed skills article writing; emailing and Internet literacy; digital media production and online publishing using a
content management system.
Highway Africa New Media Award - runner-up in ‘Technology for Community Engagement’ category.

RESULTS

Through the Ulwazi Programme, communities of eThekwini have been given the skills to develop and access content in their own language and create and maintain a local heritage resource. There are
currently around 900 articles, half of them in Zulu, providing online access to local Indigenous Knowledge and histories. A number of community journalists have been trained in digital media production and
have gone on to full-time employment with companies in the Municipality. Web analytics show a steady increase in visitors - from Durban, the rest of South Africa and internationally. Most of our visitors arrive
through search engines such as Google which suggests that people are searching for local information online. We’ve developed a model for the development of a local digital heritage resource that is
replicable, scalable and makes good use of limited resources.

